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Abstract. Increased activities in urban areas related with goods transportation 

lead companies to look for new strategies in order to develop those process in a 

more efficient way, aiming to reduce costs and increase customer’s satisfaction. 

This paper presents an urban supply chain framework and a Mixed Integer Linear 

Programing Model for its optimization. The model uses different goods 

distribution actors, including several suppliers, one consolidation facility and 

several customers. The proposed framework and optimization model allow to 

generate optimal routes and the assignment of the customers and suppliers in the 

distribution network. 

Keywords: distribution strategies, mixed integer linear programing, multi-

echelon distribution system, supply chain, urban goods distribution. 

1 Introduction 

In 2018 the people living in cities is around the 55% of the world’s population and it is 

expected to increase to 68% by 2050 [1]. One of the most important issues to face in 

city planning and administration is the freight exchange to satisfy citizen’s needs [2]. 

For that reasons, Urban Goods Distribution (UGD) is an important research field that 

impacts directly those key aspects, analyzing and proposing feasible solution that 

improve company competitiveness and people quality of life [3].  

In order to propose solutions to organizing an efficient UGD, several elements must 

be considered, as for example the coordination and individual goals of the involved 

actors [4-6], the physical infrastructure, the economic vocation and the sustainability of 

the city, among others [7,8]. The cooperation and coordination among several actors is 

a key activity to generate proposals that improve the costs and customers service level 

in the UGD [10,11], both in the private and the public sectors [9]. 

According to Danielis et al. [12] and Tachizawa et al. [13] there is a need to research 

in urban goods distribution processes with the aim of understand how different 

configuration, actors and their behaviors, impact the network performance. Several 
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initiatives can be found in the literature to improve city goods distribution [9,14], in 

which coordination and collaboration between actor are highlighted as one of the more 

attractive initiatives to implement in Urban Goods Distribution [8]. Some research that 

integrate the coordination of multiple stakeholders, representing the diverse objective 

and behaviors could be founded in Nathanail [15], who realized that the cooperation 

among the actors is essential to obtain goods results of the operative. Bean and Joubert 

[16] analyzed the coordination between several actors, in this case considering the 

mutual interaction and responses of the carrier and customers, also finding 

improvements in the distribution performance. Liu et al [17] formulated a coordination 

strategy using two vehicles that can complement their planed routes, producing a 

decrease in the travel distance and optimizing the problem using a hybrid ant colony 

heuristic. Gutierrez et al [18] use a memetic algorithm to tackle the uncertainties in the 

routing problem improving the service and travel times. Aragao et al. [19] evaluated 

two different types of cooperative strategies (the use of additional auxiliary vehicles 

and negotiation between vehicles) to face the high degree of randomness presented in 

the urban freight distribution variables in a dynamic vehicle routing.  

This paper presents a coordination model for the routing assignment optimization 

process in a two-echelon supply chain that consider suppliers, consolidation facilities 

and customers in the distribution process in the Hotel, restaurants and catering sector. 

In following section, the urban supply chain concept and some urban goods distribution 

strategies are provided by a literature review, followed by the urban supply chain model 

proposal. After that, the model is applied for several instances and the results are 

analyzed to finally present the conclusions and future research lines derived from the 

study. 

2 Urban Supply Chain (USC) and Goods Distribution 

Strategies 

The aims of Urban Supply Chain (USC) are to minimize the total cost of the pick-up 

and delivery process or maximize the benefits for the main actors, in most of the cases, 

without considering the sustainability of the supply chain [20, 21], especially the social 

and environmental dimensions [11]. There are several goods distribution strategies in 

order to achieve those objectives, such as direct or multi-stop deliveries, or the use of 

one or several consolidation platforms in which products are consolidate to further 

deliveries to customers [8,22]. For the consolidation strategies it can be found several 

distribution networks, from which the most common are the Two tier [23, 24], the 

Multi-layer [25] and the Four-layer city distribution network [26, 27], which are 

depicted in figure 1. 

The two-tier city logistic system is based on a City Distribution Center (CDC) 

located on the edge of the urban zone and a set of satellites platforms that receives the 

goods form the CDC and deliver those to the customers using two types of vehicles, 

one to move the freight form CDC to satellites and other one to make the final delivery 

[23,12-32]. In the Multi-layer scheme, a first layer is dedicated to the suppliers, a 

second layer is dedicated to the CDC (or Hub) to coordinate the inbound and outbound 
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flow of freight, and a third layer focused on the customers or the final distribution points 

[3,25,33,34]; The four layers’ distribution strategy divided the geographic operation 

area into consolidation and deconsolidation zones. The first layer focused on 

transportation between supply points and consolidation centers (hubs), the second layer 

is dedicated to transport freight from hub to hub, the third layer is a deconsolidation 

zone at terminals or satellites facilities and the fourth layer is the delivery zone from 

terminals to final customers [26,27]. 

 

          
a. Two tier.              b. Multi-layer. 

 
c. Four-layer. 

Fig. 1. Most common city consolidation distribution system. 

 

The strategies mentioned are used in the Urban Goods Distribution for different 

commercial and industrial sectors, where the retail sector is one of the most studied to 

perform and assess different strategies that improve the supply chain [35]. Other sector 

that can be analyzed under those distribution strategies is the Hotels, Restaurants and 

Catering distribution sector (Ho.Re.Ca) due to its similarities with the retailer sector, 

especially in the replenishment decision-making processes [35]. In the following 

section an integrative urban supply chain framework is proposed for the Ho.Re.Ca 

sector in which different distribution models can be analyzed. 

3 Urban Supply Chain Model for the Urban Goods Distribution 

In this section it is proposed an urban supply chain network for the Ho.Re.Ca sector, 

where multiple products should be delivered to the final consumption points [36] and 

three delivery alternatives are considered: a) direct deliveries from the producer to the 

final customer using an own fleet of vehicles, b) use of wholesalers (hub) for a specific 

geographic zone and d) use a combination of such alternatives. Normally, in this sector 

there are multiple suppliers and customers, logistics service providers and distribution 
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centers (Hubs). The proposed model has three levels in which three different types of 

pick-up and delivery routes can be made: 

 Pick-up route - r1: This route is just dedicated to pick-up the products at supplier 

locations for the transportation to the consolidation center (hub). 

 Pick-up and delivery routes - r2: In this type of route both pick-up and delivery 

process are performed, first the pick-up from the supplier and then the delivery services 

are accomplished without consolidation at the hub. The hub could be a node to deliver 

goods. 

Delivery Routes r3: In this type of routes goods deliveries from the hub are made to 

customers. These deliveries can be made directly or in tour way.  

In this structure all vehicles must leave and arrive from the distribution center and 

each supplier produce only one type of product. This routes are depicted in figure 2. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Proposed Three level distribution network 

4 Model Formulation 

In order to define the mathematical model, a direct graph 𝐺 = (𝑁, 𝐴) is considered, 

where N is the set of nodes 𝑁 = 𝐶 ∪ 𝐹 ∪ 0 containing the subset  𝐶 ≔ {𝑗, … , 𝑗′} ∈ ℕ 

that represent the customers, subset 𝐹: = {𝑖, … , 𝑖′} ∈ ℕ representing the suppliers and 

node 0 representing the hub (only one hub is consider in this case). The set of arcs A is 

the link between the nodes. There are complete subgraphs consisting of suppliers 𝑖, … , 𝑖′ 
and the hub 0; and customers 𝑗, … , 𝑗′ and the hub 0. To ensure that there are direct 

transportation between suppliers and customers, 𝐺 contain arcs {𝑖, 𝑗}, 𝑖 ∈  𝐹, 𝑗 ∈  𝐶. 

The homogenous fleet of vehicles are indexed by  𝑘 ∈  𝐾 where 𝐾 ∈ ℕ, and those start 

and finish their routes 𝑅: {𝑟1, 𝑟2, 𝑟3} at the hub 0. 

To ensure that the hub behaves as a consolidation center, the route r1 must be 

executed before r3 allowing that the products that arrive to the hub in route one, can be 

processed for the distribution in further transports in route r3.  

The Objective Function that minimizes the transportation cost using mixed integer 

linear programming formulation (MILP) is presented in equation 1 and three groups of 

different constraints are considered (Common constraints for routing problems, 

constraints for vehicle flow conservation, constraints for capacity in each type of route 

R). The constraints are presented in annex A. 
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𝑀𝑖𝑛 ∑ [∑ 𝐶0,𝑖𝑥0,𝑖
𝑘,𝑟1

𝑖∈𝐹

+  ∑ ∑ 𝐶𝑖,𝑗𝑥𝑖,𝑗
𝑘,𝑟1

𝑗∈𝐹,𝑖≠𝑗𝑖∈𝐹

+ ∑ 𝐶𝑖,0

𝑖∈𝐹

𝑥𝑖,0
𝑘,𝑟1]

𝑘∈𝐾

+ ∑ [∑ 𝐶0,𝑖𝑥0,𝑖
𝑘,𝑟2

𝐹

𝑖=1

+ ∑ ∑ 𝐶𝑖,𝑗𝑥𝑖,𝑗
𝑘,𝑟2

𝐹

𝑗,𝑖≠𝑗

𝐹

𝑖

+ ∑ ∑ 𝐶𝑖,𝑗𝑥𝑖,𝑗
𝑘,𝑟2

𝐶

𝑗

𝐹

𝑖

𝐾

𝑘=1

+ ∑ ∑ 𝐶𝑖,𝑗𝑥𝑖,𝑗
𝑘,𝑟2 + ∑ 𝐶𝑖,0

𝐶

𝑖

𝑥𝑖,0
𝑘,𝑟2

𝐶

𝑗,𝑖≠𝑗

𝐶

𝑖

]

+ ∑ [∑ 𝐶0,𝑗𝑥0,𝑗
𝑘,𝑟3

𝐶

𝑗=1

+ ∑ ∑ 𝐶𝑖,𝑗𝑥𝑖,𝑗
𝑘,𝑟3

𝐶

𝑗,𝑖≠𝑗

𝐶

𝑖

+ ∑ 𝐶𝑖,0

𝐶

𝑖=1

𝑥𝑖,0
𝑘,𝑟3]

𝐾

𝑘=1

. 

(1) 

The model notation for parameters and variables is: 

K={k} 𝑆𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠. 
𝐶𝑘 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾. 

𝑑𝑗,𝑝 Demand form the customer j ∈ C of product p ∈ P. 

𝑜𝑖,𝑝 Quantity of product p ∈ P supplied by supplier i ∈ F. 

𝜆𝑖
𝑘 Time when the vehicle k ∈ K begins it service to the customer j ∈ C. 

𝑢𝑗 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑡 𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑗 ∈ 𝐶. 
𝑒𝑗 , 𝑙𝑗  Time window for the service at customer j ∈ C. 

𝑡𝑖𝑗
𝑘   Travel time of vehicle k ∈ K between the nodes i, j ∈ N. 

𝑞𝑖,𝑝
𝑘,𝑟

   quantity of product p ∈ P transported in the vehicle k ∈ K before visit the node 

i ∈ {F∪0∪C} on the route r∈{R}. 
𝜌𝑗,𝑝

𝑘  Quantity of product p ∈ P in the vehicle k ∈ K that leave the hub and must be 

delivered at the nodes j ∈ C. 
𝑥𝑖𝑗

𝑘𝑟 Decision binary variable, 1 if the vehicle 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 uses the arc from i to j in the 

route 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅, otherwise 0.   

5 Discussion and Analysis of Results 

To solve the problem presented in the former section in an exact way, the model was 

formulated on GAMS (General Algebraic Modeling System software) and solved using 

Mixed Integer Linear Programing (MILP) in the CPLEX Solver. For testing the model, 

five small and medium instances were randomly generated, considering less suppliers 

than customers like in real applications. The network configuration for the test instances 

and the cost obtained with the model are presented in Table 1, in all cases using a single 

hub, several suppliers and customers. 

For the instances 1 and 2, with six and eight nodes respectively, the better routes to 

perform are route 2 (pick-up and delivery route). For the instance 3 with 10 nodes, the 

routes two and three are used for accomplishing the service to all the customers. The 

same occurs for instances 4 and 5 with 12 and 14 nodes respectively, in which routes 

two and three are generated as presented in Table 2. Figure 3 depicts the routes between 

suppliers, customers and the Hub for the instance 5 with 14 nodes at a Cartesian plane 
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that allows to obtain Euclidian distances and generate the routes construction according 

to the MILP optimization model.  

Table 1. Instance configuration 

Instance Configuration (F – 0 – C)* # nodes Cost 

1 2 – 1 – 3 6 244 

2 2 – 1 – 5 8 318 

3 3 – 1 – 6 10 470 

4 3 – 1 – 8 12 493 

5 3 – 1 – 10 14 494 

* notation used in the model formulation (F: suppliers, 0: Hub, C: customers) 

Table 2. Tour and routes for the instances. 

Instance Tour Route Distance 

1 0 – F1 – F2 – C1 – C2 – C3 – 0 r2 244 

2 0 – F1 – F2 – C1 – C5 – C4 – C3 – C5 - 0 r2 318 

3 0 – F3 – F2 – F1 – C6 – C5 – C1 – 0. 

0 – C4 – C3 – C2– 0 

r2 

r3  

228 

242 

4 0 – F1 – F2 – F3 – C6 – C5 – C1 – 0  

0 – C2 – C3 – C4 – C7 – C8 – 0  

r2 

r3 

228 

265 

5 0 – F3 – F2 – F1 – C6 – C9 – C5 –C1 – 0 

0 – C2 – C3 – C4 – C7 – C8 – C10 – 0 

r2 

r3  

228 

266 

 

 

Fig. 3. Routes generated for the instance 5. 

From table 2 it can be observed that the greater the number of nodes, the greater the 

total travel distance. Also, when there are few nodes just one route is activated. As the 

number of nodes increases, new routes are activated to divide the travel distance and 

equilibrate the loads.  

When the instances include more than 15 nodes “the dimensionality curse” has their 

effect and the computation time and the computational memory use increases 

significantly, and the solver does not find a feasible solution in a reasonable 
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computational time, so for larger instances the problem must be solved using a more 

robust and fast computer which increase computational calculation cost, reason of why 

it is suggested the use of  metaheuristic methods, such as genetic algorithms or Tabu 

search for techniques based on population and trajectory respectively [37]. 

6 Conclusions 

Urban fright distribution includes several actors and transportation levels that must be 

consider in order to model and solve problems according to real conditions. Different 

strategies have been used in urban supply chain for the Urban Goods Distribution 

processes, in which is difficult to assign routes and vehicles to the facilities involved in 

the transport/distribution process. This article presented a Mixed Integer Linear 

Programming (MILP) model that allows configure the routes and the facility 

assignments to such routes for small and medium instances, that can be solved exactly 

for distribution network involving one hub and several suppliers and customers. 

The results obtained for the model in the tested instances allows conclude about the 

ability of the model to obtain solution for a very common distribution problem in the 

Ho.Re.Ca sector. The behavior of the model is according to what was expected for the 

solutions of the tested instances. In this way, when solving small problems, a single 

route is required, but when bigger instances have to be solved, several routes and a 

more complex distribution plans are generated by the MILP model. However, when the 

proposed model has to solve instances with more than 14 nodes, the computational time 

and the memory requirements increase significantly, reason of why it is suggested the 

use of metaheuristics methods to solve those problems. 

As future research lines, it is suggested to develop metaheuristics methods for 

solving the model in order to analyze complex distribution networks with more 

suppliers, hubs and customers. It is also interesting to incorporate more variables and 

conditions in the urban distribution model, such as traffic congestion and time windows. 

Another future research line is the use of multi-agent systems for asses the different 

behaviors and the response levels to dynamic changes in operational conditions, such 

as travel time, service time and dynamic demands. 
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